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Abstract: Recognizing Chinese handwriting may be a difficult 

topic within the space of character recognition. This paper 

planned a replacement offline system to acknowledge Chinese 

written characters. So as to avoid the difficulties in 

over‐segmentation, this paper focuses on the popularity of text 

lines, that are assumed to possess been segmental outwardly. 

We have a tendency to evaluate the popularity performance on 

Chinese handwriting info CASIAHWDB of free Chinese 

written characters and texts, and incontestable superior 

performance by the planned ways. The planned methodology is 

to implement high recognition rate and speed of written 

Chinese and written characters.  Experiment result shows that 

our planned approach expeditiously and effectively improved 

recognition speed.  
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I.    Introduction 

Handwritten Chinese character recognition has long 

been thought‐about a difficult downside. It attracted 

abundant attention since the 1970s and has achieved 

tremendous advances each isolated character 

recognition and character string recognition are 

studied intensively however aren’t solved however. 

In isolated Chinese character recognition, most 

strategies were evaluated on knowledge sets of 

unnatural writing designs although terribly high 

accuracies (say, over 99% on Japanese Kanji 

characters and over 98% on Chinese characters) are 

reportable. The accuracy on free written samples, 

however, is far lower.  In  Chinese character string 

recognition, most works geared toward the popularity 

of text lines or phrases in rather unnatural application 

domains, like legal quantity recognition in bank 

checks and address phrase recognition for 

communicating mails wherever the amount of 

character categories is  incredibly  little  or  there  are  

unit  very sturdy  lexical  constraints.  Works on 

Chinese handwriting recognition of general texts are 

reportable solely in recent years, and therefore the 

reportable accuracies area unit quite low. As an 

example, Su et al. reportable character‐level correct 

rate (CR) of 39.37% on  a  Chinese  handwriting  

knowledge  set  HIT‐MW  with 853  pages  containing  

186,444  characters. later  works on   a   similar   

knowledge   set,   victimisation   character classifiers  

and  applied  math  language  models  (SLM)  

supported over segmentation, reportable a 

character‐level correct rate of 78.44 and 73.97%, 

severally. On the opposite hand, several works on 

on‐line Japanese Chinese written text recognition 

have reportable high accuracies. On‐line handwriting 

recognition has the advantage over offline recognition 

in this the sequences of strokes area unit on the market 

for higher segmenting and discriminating characters. 

Written Chinese text recognition (HCTR) could  be  a 

difficult downside owing to the massive listing, the 

range of writing designs, the character segmentation 

issue, and therefore the free language domain. The 

massive set of Chinese characters ȋtens  of thousands 

of classes  brings difficulties to economical and 

effective recognition. The divergence of writing  

designs among completely different  writers  and  in  

numerous geographic areas  aggravates the  

confusion  between different categories. Written  text 

recognition is especially tough as a result of the 

characters cannot be dependably segmental before 

character recognition. The difficulties of character 

segmentation originate from the variability of 

character size and position, character touching and 

overlapping. A text line of Chinese handwriting 

should be recognized as a full as a result of it cannot be 
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trivially segmental into words i.e. there  is not any 

additional further area between words than between 

characters . Last, written text recognition is tougher 

than order of payment recognition and mail address 

reading as a result of the lexical constraint is 

incredibly weak: beneath grammatical and  

linguistics  constraints,  the amount of sentence 

categories is infinite. Owing to the massive range of 

character categories and therefore the infinite sentence 

categories of Chinese texts, HCTR will solely  be  

solved  by  segmentation‐based approaches 

victimisation character models ideally by specific 

segmentation, additionally referred  to as over 

segmentation, which may benefit of the character 

form and overlapping and touching characteristics to 

raised separate the characters at their boundaries.   

The  previous works  have self‐addressed written  

text (character  string)  recognition from totally 

different viewpoints and have contributed varied 

techniques. However, none has investigated these 

techniques comprehensively and integrated them in a 

very superior system for Chinese Japanese written  

text recognition. During this study, we have a 

tendency to investigate 3 key problems with 

integrated segmentation‐and‐ recognition for  HCTR:  

candidate path  analysis,  path search, and parameter 

estimation. By  elaborating the techniques for these 

problems, we have a tendency to achieved  important  

enhancements  on  free  written Chinese  texts.  In  

path  analysis,  we  have  a  tendency  to integrate 

character recognition scores, geometric context, and 

context of use from the Bayesian call read, and 

convert the classifier outputs to posterior possibilities 

via confidence transformation (CT) . In path search, 

a refined beam search algorithmic program is 

employed to boost the search potency and, meanwhile, 

a candidate  character  augmentation (CCA)   

strategy  is applied to profit the popularity accuracy. 

To balance the multiple contexts in path analysis 

perform, we have a tendency to  optimize  the  

combining weights  on  an information set of coaching 

text lines employing a most Character Accuracy 

(MCA)  criterion. We have a tendency to evaluate the 

popularity performance on an outsized information 

CASIA‐HWDB of free Chinese written characters 

and texts, and incontestable superior performance by 

the projected strategies. 

 
 

Fig. 1: A page of handwritten Chinese text 

 

II.   Literature Survey 

 

2.1 B a c k g r o u n d  

Major analysis  add character recognition is  

currently focused on written  Chinese characters,  

that  remains thought of to be a really arduous 

drawback and regarded to be final goal of recognition 

analysis Leung et al (1998), full admiral et al (1984). 

Of course, the first work was on the hand‐printed 

characters. Casey et al (1996)   at IBM given one in  

every  of the  primary  tries  in  Chinese character 

recognition. Agui et al (1979)   instructed an outline 

technique for hand‐printed Chinese characters 

recognition. Later in (1981), Fuji et al (1981)  

incontestable a model for hand written Kanji character 

recognizer and also the psychological barrier  was 

broken. Since then abundant work has been drained 

Japanese and varied existing in  addition as new 

ways  are tried. Arakawa (1983) instructed associate 
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degree on‐line written character recognition system 

for Japanese characters. a replacement relaxation 

supported options reflective the structural data of 

Chinese characters is introduced by Xie et al (1988)  . 

A changed relaxation has been instructed by Leung et al 

(1998). Young (1998)  instructed recognition via 

Neural networks for achieving quick recognition of 

hand‐printed  Chinese   characters.  Zhao  (1999)     

has introduced   the   planning  and   realization   of   

two‐ dimensional  extended attribute  synchronic  

linguistics technique  for  the popularity of 

hand‐printed Chinese characters. a way supported the 

construct of Fuzzy set for written Chinese characters 

is projected by Cheng et al (1998) and Shou‐Yee (1999)  

. a completely unique stroke primarily  based feature to 

extract skeletons and structural options of written 

Chinese character recognition is  projected by Chiu 

et al (1999)  . Varied techniques utilized for 

recognition of Chinese characters are  often found 

within  the review  work  of Stallings (1976)  , Mori 

et al (1984) , Tappert et al (1999)    and Wakahara 

(1993) . Recognition of written characters has been 

studied well within the literature as way as Chinese, 

Arabic and a couple of different scripts of the 

developed nation’s area unit involved. Surveys of 

connected works area unit found in Srihari et 

al(2006), Amin (1997) , Lorigo et al (2006), Stefan 

coastal diving bird et al (2002). 

Recognition of Chinese characters victimization 

moment descriptors area unit given in Simon Liao 

dynasty et al (1996). Neural network  primarily  

based rule  for recognizing Chinese characters was 

given in Mingrui Wu et al (2000). In Feng carver et 

al (2002) a quick and correct rule to extract the 

strokes from the dilute Chinese character pictures 

was delineated. A strategy for off‐line written 

Chinese character recognition supported merging of 

consecutive segments of adaptive period is given in 

LI Guo–hong et al (2004). 

Offline written character recognition system for 

English language   supported   analytical    

approach;    neural classification of characters is 

given in Hariton Costin et al (1998)  . In Hanmandlu 

et al (1999)  a fusion of ring based and sector based 

technique for the popularity of written English  

capital letters  was  projected. A classifier  for 

Arabic character pictures was designed employing a 

call tree  induction rule  and Multilayer  Perceptron 

( MLP) network in Mustafa Syiam et al (2006). 

2.2 CLASSIFICATION OUTLINE 

Every text line is extracted from the input.The line    

image   is    over‐segmented    into    a sequence of 

primitive sections and a character could comprise 

one segment or multiple segments (Fig 2).Many 

consecutive segments area unit combined to generate  

candidate  character   patterns, whereby some area 

unit   valid character patterns, whereas some area 

unit invalid (also known as non‐ character)  (Fig. 3). 

Every candidate pattern is  assessed  into  many 

candidate character categories, forming a personality 

candidate lattice (Fig. 4). Every sequence of candidate 

characters is matched with  a  lexicon  to  section 

into  candidate words, forming a word candidate lattice 

(Fig. 5) . Every  word  sequence C combined with  

candidate pattern   sequence X (the   pair   is known 

as   a candidate      segmentation  recognition  path)     

is evaluated by multiple contexts and also the optimum 

path is  searched to output the  segmentation and 

recognition result; All text lines results area unit 

concatenated to grant the result.  

 
Fig 2: Over Segmentation 
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Fig 3: Segmentation Candidate Lattice 

 

 
Fig 4: Character Candidate Lattice 

III.   METHODOLOGY 

 

3.I  Offline Chinese Character Recognition 

Processing 

Offline   Chinese   character    recognition process   

is typically  divided  into  four  parts:  sample  input, 

pre‐ processing,   feature   extraction, classification   

or recognition. Fig. 1 shows the Offline Chinese 

character recognition process. 

 

 
 

Fig 5: The offline Chinese character recognition processing 

3.2 Sample Input 

Bulleted lists are also enclosed and may seem like 

this: 

The supply of offline Chinese character recognition 

is written  or written  document which require the 

assistance  of  optical  digital  imaging 

instrumentation (optical scanners, digital cameras)  

to convert it to two‐ dimensional digital pictures, and 

so the sample digital pictures is inputted into system. 

 

Pre‐processing 

Due to varied  factors, despite what  quite scanner 

is adopted, the input image obtained by the scanner 

can seem interference  and disturbance, like  flying  

spots, broken pens, adhesions, and tilt compared to 

the initial document. the most task of pre‐processing 

stage is to get rid of interference, eliminate 

disturbance, smooth broken pen, scale back 

adhesions, and proper tilt. As for current recognition 

systems area unit supported the only Chinese 

character recognition, the digital image of inputted 

document ought to be processed to separate all the 

character one by one. Then the character should be 

normalized to an exact size and affected to a 

selected location for more process. Once the 

pre‐processing is completed, the Chinese character 

turned into standardized image blocks. 

 

Feature Extraction 

The  task  of this  section is  to extract  options of 

the corresponding Chinese character  in  every  

segmental image blocks. Finally, all the extracted 

options area unit keep in feature info during an 

appropriate type. The Chinese character recognition 

relies on the feature info. 

 

Classification or Recognition 

The Chinese listing is extremely giant [4]. So as to 

boost the speed of recognition, multi‐level  
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classification  is usually used. For the extracted 

options, the primary step is to work out it belongs to 

that set within the whole Chinese listing supported 

hand‐picked criteria,  and so it s compared with the 

commonplace Chinese character within the set one 

by one. The previous is termed pre‐ classification or 

rough classification, and therefore the latter is termed 

character recognition. 

 

Feature Extraction of Chinese Characters 

Feature extraction is  vital  to the pattern recognition 

system and it ll impact the performance of 

recognition systems directly. For  Chinese character 

recognition, a way to extract options is additionally 

vital. Within the ancient Chinese character 

recognition system, character options area unit 

hand‐picked by the designers supported expertise. 

Though choosing character options on the idea of 

human expertise have achieved appreciable success 

in  several  OCR systems, it s  not troublesome to 

examine that this approach has some drawbacks: 

First, the adaptive ability of recognition system is 

comparatively poor.  

IV.   SYSTEM PROTOTYPE 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: System diagram of handwritten Chinese text line 

recognition 

 

V.   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

To  recognize written  Chinese  character  our  

system provides a more robust recognition supported 

Hanzidict wordbook. Once User drawn the character on 

the canvas, supported that character similar 

characters of Chinese can show on the panel by 

clicking the operation button. Then choosing the 

matched character thereon panel and also the 

connected info this  character  are  displayed thereon 

canvas. Our system enforced victimization Windows 

07 software package on Java Platform. Input is writing  

the  character  on  the  canvas  and  output is 

obtaining the connected info. 

 
 

Fig. 7: Drawing the character on the panel 

 

 
Fig. 8: Getting the information about the character 
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Fig.9: Drawing another character on the panel 

 

VI.   CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presents an approach for handwritten 

Chinese text recognition below the character over 

segmentation and  candidate path  search  

framework victimization  neural  network  

evaluating the methods from  the  Bayesian  call  

read  by  combining multiple contexts, as well as 

the character classification scores, geometric and 

linguistic contexts. In path search, using a refined 

beam search rule  to refine the accuracy and 

potency. Utilization of neural network approach 

connected characters ripping downside will  

overcome on over‐segmentation and  identification  

of text recognition as straightforward task. The 

need of over segmentation is  to  boost the  trade‐off  

between the quantity of ripping points and therefore 

the accuracy of separating characters at their 

boundaries. 

The analysis of recognition errors indicates that 

additional analysis efforts square measure required 

to boost the character over segmentation, character 

classification, and path analysis for higher accuracy. 

The experimental results  reviewed  that mate of 

language model and  text  domains induce  inferior  

recognition performance. Additionally, the important 

linguistics context and long‐distance context also 

will be thought‐ about in future work. 
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